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The research investigates whether the physical experience of enclosing an emotional laden stimulus can help regulate negative emotions. In three studies, we show that the act of enclosing relieved corresponding negative emotions. Using recalled negative experience such as regrettable decisions and unsatisfied strong desires in Studies 1A and 1B respectively, we showed that emotion negativity was reduced for participants who put the write-up of such experience inside an envelope. Study 2 found similar effects of enclosing on emotions after reading a sad story, but further demonstrated that enclosing a stimulus unrelated to the story did not have the same effect.
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In three studies, we had shown that people attained certain closure over negative events by putting materials relating to the event into the envelope. In study 1, we showed that people felt less bad about a decision that they regretted a lot in study 1A (a strong desire that they could not satisfy in study 1B) if they put the recalled event (desire) into an envelope. Experiment 2 found that people felt less negative after reading a sad story print on a paper after putting the paper into the envelope. However enclosing an unrelated task did not soothe emotional reaction.

Despite wishes to feel happy and positive, negative emotions—often triggered by the memory of past experiences—come back to haunt us. How can we stop our mind from being distracted by intrusive memories of negative experiences and get closure?

Memory researchers have discussed the concept of cognitive inhibition and found that an explicit instruction to inhibit an unwanted thought may actually increase the accessibility (and hence recall) of the concept (Wegner et al., 1987). Similarly, literature on emotion regulation has suggested that suppression of negative emotional reactions can backfire (Gross, 1998; Wegner, Erber & Zanakos, 1993). However, other than deliberately trying hard to forget, lay people do seek remedies by physically locking things up. For instance, a self-help website on how to deal with a broken relationship advises readers to “put everything that reminds you of your ex in a box and seal it...” (Pant, 2007). Do these behavioral strategies to put physical closure on objects work? The premise that physically enclosing and sealing emotion-related items will help people attain psychological closure over emotional experience stems from recent research on embodied cognition and metaphors. We report the results of three experiments which showed that sealing an emotional laden object into an envelope could relieve the related negative emotions people experienced as a result.

In study 1A, eighty students were randomly assigned to the two conditions. In both conditions, participants were first asked to recall a recent decision that they felt greatly regretful. In one condition, after participants recalled the event, they were instructed to put the questionnaire into an envelope before they handed back the questionnaires; in the other condition, participants were simply asked to hand back the questionnaires. In the second task, participants reported how they felt about the event along four negative emotion scales: regretful, guilty, sad, and worried, all anchored from 1, not at all, to 5 extremely. The four negative emotions were averaged to indicate how negative participants felt about the event at the moment the measurement was taken (cronbach alpha=.79). A simple t test of the treatment factor revealed that participants who put the recalled event into the envelop felt less negatively (M=2.00) about the event than those who just handed back the recall task without an envelope (M=2.52, t(1, 78)=2.42).

Study 1B was different from 1A along the two aspects. Rather than recalling a regrettable experience, participants were instead asked to report something they wanted to do very badly but could not do it. Second, the study was conducted in the dorms on campus. On specific emotional reactions towards the strong desires, people who were given an envelop to put their questionnaire into felt much less negative on almost all single items that were measured (Sad, disappointed, unsatisfied, anxious ts(1, 37)>2.33, p<.05). In addition, in terms of mental disturbance they felt over the their strong desire, those people who experienced the physical closure did felt less distracted or unsettled towards it (t (1, 37) >2.25, p<.05).

Study 2 tested whether the difference was driven by the action of putting things into envelope (in the similar fashion as how catharsis works for some negative emotions) or due to the fact that the specific emotion laden material was put to a symbolic closure. The main test had three conditions, and all conditions needed to complete three tasks in the same sequence and at the same pace. In the first task participants were asked to read a recent news report on the death of a baby. The second task, which was totally irrelevant to the news, measured how college students made a few daily hypothetical decisions. In the last task participants were asked to report how they felt at the moment.

In the first condition, every completed questionnaire was collected back by the experimenter before the next questionnaire was handed out (i.e., control condition). In the second condition, after participants completed the first task, they were given a small envelope and instructed to put the task completed into the envelope. After experimenter collected all envelopes, the second questionnaire would be handed out, followed by the third task (i.e., the condition where physical closure was specified at the emotional event). In the third condition, participants they were given a small envelope to put the second task in and handed it back before they were given the last questionnaire (i.e., the condition where physical closure was acted on unrelated task).
The three negative emotions measured have a relatively high correlation (Cronbach’s alpha=.90), and were averaged to indicate how negative the sad story made participants felt. Helmert contrasts were conducted first and showed that after participants put the emotional laden materials into the envelope (M=2.90), the negative emotions they felt were significantly less than the rest two conditions (F(1, 77)=3.89, p<.05). However, the difference between the control condition and the experimental condition where participants were asked to put an unrelated task to the envelope did not differ on the reported emotional states (M_{control}=4.28; M_{unrelated}=4.12, F(1, 77)=.32, p>.80).

It is known that the body is closely tied to the processing of emotional information (Niedenthal et al., 2009). Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that bodily experience may also be pivotal in the regulation of emotions. While supporting theories on embodied cognition and embodied emotion, our results took one step further to show that people’s emotion regulation process can indeed be facilitated by taking a physical action on the emotional laden materials. The experiments demonstrated that the abstract mental state such as psychological closure over an event appeared to rely on the sensory-motor experiences brought by the simple act of enclosing.

### Influence of Self-Relevant Base-Rate Information on Risk Perception of Getting Depression
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The aim of this current research is to examine the influence of base-rate information on risk perception in the context of depression. The issue of depression has gained the attention of social marketers and researchers all over the world (e.g., Fontaine & Jones, 1997; Nelson & Craighead, 1977; Tennen & Herzberger, 1987), and has a high incidence in the population studied. The question is whether or not providing this population with the base-rate information on the incidence of depression will be effective to get them to seek help. Therefore, this question is the focus of this paper.

The theoretical framework of this study is based on the impersonal impact hypothesis, which proposes that people’s general risk perception may be heightened by the relative information provided, but their personal risk judgments are not (Weinstein, 1989; Tyler & Cook, 1984). Therefore, the purpose of study 1 is to demonstrate that offering social level information such as base-rate information doesn’t influence an individual’s risk perception, but the personal level information such as the level of depression can indeed influence the risk perception of getting depression and decrease the level of self-positivity bias. Study 2 will examine the individual’s perception of the relevance of the base-rate information to see if different levels of self-relevant perception affect their estimations of own risk and other risk of getting depression. While study 2 examines the perception of the relevance to the base-rate information, Study 3 directly manipulates the level of base-rate relevance to see if more self-relevant base-rate information draws the attention of participants to their risk of getting depression and so decrease the difference between their own risk and other’s risk of getting depression.

### Method

Study 1 examined the effect of social level risk information and personal level risk information on self-risk perception, the updating of self-risk estimates and on the level of self-positivity bias for getting depression. We predict that base-rate information serves as social level risk information and will not change self-risk perception of getting depression, and will remain at the same level of self-positivity bias. However, the result of self-diagnosis inventory serves as a personal level risk judgment and will increase an individual’s risk perceptions, and will help to reduce the level of self-positivity bias. At the same time, Study 1 also examines the effect of social level risk information and personnel level risk information on an individual’s willingness to update his/her self-risk estimates. A 3 (estimate: self initial / other/ self updated) x 2 (social level risk information—base-rate: present vs. absent) x 2 (personal level risk information—level of depression from self-diagnosis inventory: low vs. high) mixed design was used in this study. Seventy-eight undergraduate students participated in this study.

Study 2 proposes that self-relevant perception of the base-rate information will affect people’s risk perception and the updating of their self-risk as well as the level of self-positivity bias. We predict that if people think that base-rate information is not relevant to them, they will continue to hold their self-positivity bias, and they will not update their self-risk estimation after they know the BR information for depression. On the other hand, if they think that the base-rate is related to them, then they will pay more attention to this information and will be prepared to update their self-risk estimation and their self-positivity bias will decrease as well. Study 1 showed that the level of depression plays an important role in risk perception and self-positivity bias. Therefore, study 2 will examine the effect of self-relevant perception of the base-rate information on the risk estimations between depressed and non-depressed groups. A 3 (estimate: self initial / other/ self updated) x 2 (self-relevant perception: low vs. high) x 2 (level of depression: high vs. low) mixed design was used in study 2, with the estimating factor manipulated within-subjects, and the remaining factors measured between subjects. One hundred and seventeen undergraduate university students participated in study 2.

Study 3 examines the robustness of these results by directly manipulating the level of base-rate relevance. A 3 (estimate: self initial / other/ self updated) x 2 (self-relevance to base-rate information: low / high) x 2 (level of depression: high / low) mixed design was used in this study, with the estimating factor manipulated within-subjects, base-rate relevant manipulated and level of depression measured between subjects. One hundred and seven undergraduate students participated study 3.

### Conclusion

The present study examined the effect of base-rate information on risk judgments about depression. In practice, social marketers provide different risk information to influence the risk perception of their target audiences. However, recent studies on information processing show a different view of the effects of base-rate information on self-positivity bias (e.g., Lin et al., 2003; Lin & Raghubir, 2005). The present research echoes the findings of previous researches. Study 1 showed that since base-rate information serves as a social level risk information, providing this base-rate information does not change self-risk perception of getting depression, nor the level of self-